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A band.of freeiting rain, followed by snow, stretched
across ifanruelry
today,
_edpple4 trapsportation - and
closed schools in .at least -40
counties.
State Police warned that all
roads were slick and hazardous, including the Interstate arteries which carried a coating
of ice.
Calloway Counti ara Murray
City Schools were 'both closed
%day however
rray State

University and University
School held classes as usual.
No decision had been made at
press time today as to whether
or iiirlhe
-Mutrai City Schools
Or the Calloway Candy Schools
would resume classes Thursday.
iplo
City Street Departnient crews
were out very early this morning spreading cinders at major
Intersections and on hills
throughout the city se that
motorists might be able to
negotiate the icy slick streets
easier.
Tonight's weather forecast
calls for clear skies and very
No
cold
temperatures.
ecipitation is in the weather
outlook for -Murray and
Calloway County at least
through Saturday, officials
report.
-As the snowstorm diminished
Deal forget to put out food for In Western Kentucky, it inthe birds. The crating of sleet tensified in the northern secand ice on the ground makes it tion, with high winds adding to
difficult for them to find food. the discomfort.
The storm arrived early
Bird seed, suet, table scraps,
the dog food yoiir dog refuses to Tuesday evening and brought
aft-fteetenpriaying-drop.in temperatures. By 6 p.m., freezing
We pat out some Sunflower rain, sleet and snow had moved
seeds this morning along with easterly from a „ line west of
some bird seed elk pine left. Owensboro, south through Cenover scraps. Slate colailed. tral City to the general vicinity
Juncoes and Cardinals arrived of Hopkinsville.
line_ later expenderL
mediately. The Juncoes are the 'about 40 miles wide with-4ht
little birds that are black on the forward edge on a line from La
-top-andte on the bottom.
The change from black to white
_ isylmost abrupt.
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Our sympathy to Wayne Doran
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were very close,
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Grange, in Oldham County, to
Lebanon and Glasgow, traveling eastward about 10 miles
an hour through Central Kentucky.
Youngsters were given the
day-off in these county schools:
McCracken, Graves, Carlisle,
Ballard, Crittenden, Marshall,
Hancock, McLean, Daviess,
Jefferson, Breckiruidge, Grayson, Meade, Lame,Owen; Hardin,- Nelson, Oldham, Trimble,
Bullitt, Gallatin, Spencer, Shelnyr_Scott, _Hart, EtRittr'Simpson, Christian, Todd, Trigg,
Nicholas, Hency, Rockeastle,
Mercer, Garrard, Washington,
Carroll, Jackson, Ohio, and
The National Weather Service
offered little relief for the day,
-issuing a forecast calling- for
occasional freezing rain and
sleet mixed with snow and
changing to snow, mainly in the
east and central portions. The
accuMuLstion was estimated at
twa inches.
The service said it would be
much colder in the east, with
aoudineafarcreastrigirom the
west. Clear to partly cloudy
and cold tonight and Thursday.
Highs today 20s in the west to
30is in the east. Lows
. ,tonight
_
Cenithmed on Page 19

• George Blood and his wife,
Ernestine, are now in the
Calloway County Jail after
having been arrested on
warrants issued by local law
officials on Monday.
Mrs. Blood was arrested on a
warrant for forgery and Blood
sin a warrant for attempted
forgery. Bond for each person
has-been- attlit -$5000-00 each,
but neither person has made the
bond as yet,according to county
officials.
Blood- was arrested by officers of the Murray Police
-Department late Monday night
at the Mid-Towner Motel on
South 12th Street, Murray. Mrs.
Blood was arrested by
Hopkinsville Police at the Jeff
Davis Motel at Hopkinsville on
the same night and returned to
the Calloway County Jail.
The warrants were issued for
the couple after an employee at
the North Branch of the Peoples
Bank became suspicious when
Blood attedipted to cash_ a
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Couple's partment
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-

•

'pan, 8-speed blender, another
blender that Hinton said needed
repair, a coffee percolator;two
electric alarm clocks, an
electric blanket, and 2 pedestal
tables.
Also taken in the theft were
all of the couple's linens.including pillow
cases, sheets
and a bedspread, all towels and
wash cloths,four throw pillows,
all dishes, silverware and a
piggy bank with about $25 in
pennies in it.
A console color TV, owned by
the university, was also taken.
Several items of clothing
*belonging to Mrs. Hintonstolen,-but not clothes belonging
to , Hinton were listed as
missing. All of Mrs. ffinton's
jewelry was stolen along with a
diamond ring belonging to
Hinton.
The - theft is under the investigatiMi,ef the MSU security
department Om with the aid
of the Murray City,police and
State Police.
—
D-ONE tefl.
•
One person was cited on a
charge of reckless driving bf
the Murray Police,Department
•
.cop Tuesday at 4..55 p.m.
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Tax Book....On
$ale At.-..P0

gislative Program

gives inA booklet that
formation on how to fill Federal
Tax returns will be sold at main
Postal Service facility in
Murray area Postmaster Lester
Nanny announced today.
"Your Federal income Tax"
was written by the Internal
f
Revenue Service and contains
many exainplei 16 illustra
how the tax law applies to actual situations. A special
feature of the _booklet is a
- Johnny
sample filled in return, Form..
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tax
Drive
who rescued Ralph Clark from . FRANKFORT, Ky. (Ap) _ from groceries, both of which
explanations can be found hi
Three ._ Calloway County his burning. home on Tuesday While admittedly avoiding spe- he promised during hia_
each entry on the return.
residents have been appointed'. morning,according to Calloway cific proposals,
Gov. Wendell 'Polgo for governor.
The 160page booklet is on wile to leadership posts in the 1972
County Sheriff Clyde Steele.
'.:Regardibg environment"he
has outlinedo broad legisnow at the money order winder Heart Fund drive, according to
The boys had reportedly ' , lative program, including envi- said, "I will ask the General
and coats 75 cents per copy, -- fernier Senator Thruston
It.,,,,..eiXen_groceries to .bir....011116.--sruireentei proteetien •and-belie• Acgg* htY 1°E-the
"By- selling this booklet at Morton, Kentucky Campaign
br°844st '
age 64, at his home on Murray. for consumers
we - • '-sible powers so together,Pag
postal facilities in the Murray Chairman. All of Murray, they
Other points in that program can build the best environmenarea we are offering a con- are: Mrs. Willard All, as Route Three on the Van Cleve
Road previously and were are-reforming Keeteehy,e elec.. tal program of anyatate in the
venient service to our Calloway County Heart Fund
/
at the, time of the tion and criminal justice sys- nation.
customers," Postmaster Nanny Chairman; Jan Bittenback, as driViall be
fire:
They
took
"The
conemer-the
taxMr..Ciark
to
the
'
temaimproving
education
and
said. "We are participating in Murray Heart Sunday Chaira nationwide program to make man;and litirs-HoytRoberts, as emergency mane thablurray,___ easing_tha finandak_Skain_ on payer--needi protection," he
Calloway County HoeFitel•
local government Ford said con-Wiled."Reber than having
the tax booklet available in Murray Business Gifts
Clark sufferecksecond degree Tuesday night. He was speak,
at the taxpayer's ex_15,000 postal facilities." Chairman. •
burns in the fire that destroyed
'el to a •ooi_t_
'en at the pe ,I will recommend a pro•
Mather
popuW----IRE
/,gram with teeth in it, which
The month-long Heart Fund his home rue he was tree General Assembly on the open,
publication, "Tax Guide- for
sferred Tuesday-to-the Vetornee -Mg dayit the- 1972-Session— -4' will trey protect the consumer
Small Business" will Mid be kppeal begins on February 1,
Hospital at Marion, III. The two
Avoiding aniMention oUriv- instead of special interissiarrt
sold for 75 cents per copy at the with a statewide' Coffee Day
boys had not been identified enue or specific- tax proposals,
Ford's comment on that point -•
that
day.
benefit
scheduled
for
Murray Post Offfee.
by Members,of the- Ford indicated that information echoed criticism he made when
This publication answers The house-to-house Heart Tuesday
county Fire-Rescue would be given )/(' about a he abolished. the Citizens Commany questions businessmen Sunday solicitation Will be Calloway
_coaduc
submits his mission on Consumer Protectad
-on
The
Febroory
27.*
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Gamma
Gamma
morning;
and also contains a 1972 tax
, Gov. Louie B. Nunn. That was
calendar with due dates for Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
done under a law enacted by
various tax and information Sorority, Panhellenic Council &
the
1970 General Assembly.
Inter-Fraternity
C,ouncil,
and
-returns and Payments:.
Saying - Kentucky • had
the Murray Business &
"reached the crisis level in fiProfessional Woman's Club.
nancing of local government,"
Morton hailed the recent
Ford promised legislation
•wart statistics which show that
"aimed at relieving, within conPamela
hes
-educational-establishment of its ,
all cardiovascular deaths are
been
lor• Rir kind in the add. Specializing stitutional limits, as much--el
down by 10 pei Lent whi
League's 1972 In
foreign - study-travel-1j_this burden as possible."
strokes are down by 35 percent tbe-Forekie
Program
abroad
programs, the League offers a • "My proposals will call upon
and deaths from heart attacks
the General Asleep* to be fiehave been reduced by 2 percent. for thillt *Mel etudents in this wide variety of programs in :able in the arei of municipal
almost
every
part
of
the
globe,
Last ear" Morton said
check, county officials said.
Mrs. Rogers. is a teacher at including Europe, Africa, and county financing, ,as well
"53,000 volunteers collected
as in statutory grants of auThe couple had been reaidrng $528,983.59
for
Heart's 4efferanntawn high school and Japan and the Middle East. thorities that you give counties
at a trailer court here for the programs
(has
been
in
the
field
of
Students
have
a
broad
choice
of
of Research
and cities," he added.
past month. Tbe couple had a Community Services
foreign
and education for two years. She subjects, including
And on education, Ford said
allegedly passed approximately Health
will direct the enrollment of
Education.", •
"we have seen tremendous inContinued on Page 16
82900.00 worth of forged checks
students from local high schools
creases" in such state spending
He also announced that Mrs. who wish to study with her
in Murray before their arrests
in the past but "still we have
were made, county officials Charles Claric„/Murray, will _ overseas during the aumMer of
far to go:'
e as year-round 1972.
said. The checks were for continue to
"During the campaign I
1200.00 at Triangle Inn, $680.00 Memorial ifts _Chairnitn •for - Mrs. Rogers is the daughter
placed before the people a 12at the Hopkinsville Federal Heart Calloway County..
of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Garland
Homestead exemption ap- point..program; attainable durSavings and Loan Association,
-Morton will be An- of Morley. Her husband is Leo
ray on Monday night, F. Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs. plication forms for hotheOwners ing the Weetfour years to proMurray Branch, and the
remainder at different bran- January it, to -meet with the James F. Rogers of Covington. who are 65 years old or older vide a higher quality primary
Murray 'Heart Association
ches of the Peoples Bank •
The Foreign Study League is will be availableby January 17, and secondary education for
this years Drive.
Murray, the law officialpiaid.the largest and oldest according to information young Kentuckians," Ford said.
..
received from the Department "My education legislative packLocal law officiabrzsaid the of Revenue.
age and budget request will ficouple left Murtopf on Monday
"Qualified homeowners may nance this program."
in their carZood went to
qualify for an exemption up to • That program as enunciated
Hopkinsville!The local police
$6,500 on the tax assessment-of by Ford during the campaign
had a ,"-iiitakeout" at the Midtheir homes," a spokesman included six per cent salary
Tovirsir Motel where Mr. and
said. The assessments must be boosts for Kentucky's public
s. Blood had reportedly
based on 100 percent valuation school teachers each . of the
The Executive Board of the the year are ta be shown to a of the property to comply with
e.d their belongings from
next two years. It also included
their trailer ceprt mobile home. Murray Woman's Club held its delegation at this meeting. The the homestead law."
beginning a ,kindergarten proBlood returned to the Mid- -regular tencheon and business Kappa-'s-"Haunted.House" and
It will be necessary for the gram and providing more monTowner late Monday night by meeting on Monday,January 3, the Home Department'sl liorpeovnibr to -fill out the apfor special-phases of educatalLfrom Hopkinsville and the- at the club house. The iD- ,„e
- plication forms and return them
tow
42itlr-police amated-him while---veeatien was-given -by Mrs. suggested as possibilities for to the office of the- property
And on higher education,
he was at the motel. The sub: Harold Beaman.
valuation administrator in the Ford said, "we.have seen an
this recognition.
sequent arrest of his wife at
Mrs. John Belt, corresponMrs. Sam Knight, second courthouse bytdarch 1, 1972, the unprecedented building proHopkinsville with made through ding secretary, reported that vice-president,said that student spokesman continued.
gram in higher education" over
the cooperation of the the club had received a contests in the fields of art,
The homeowners must Bring the list 12 years;
Hopkinsville police and she was "Sustaining Membership of the poetry, and sewing were to be their deed and some evidence of •. "It is now time -to- put rereturned to Murray, liiral of- Four Rivers Council, Boy sponsored by various depart- age into the office of the newed emphasis on the quality
ficials said.
Valuation
Ad- of higher education and caotdiProperty
Scouts of &writ:lig-because of ments of the club.
The- ap- -nation of these institutions," he
to
this
contribution
ministrator
before
a
Hart,
civic
George
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Blood were
desire on the chairman, requested that plication can be accepted, the said.
reportedly planning to leave the organization and a
part of the Murray Club to department chairmen survey spokesman said
Continued on Page 16
United States..
sponsored their past two years work and
Blood, age 26, is' fronts promote endeavors
list experiences to be referred
Hammond, lad., and Mrs. by the Boy Scouts.
that the to in selecting the Civic Imsaid
Belt
also
Mrs.
small
a
Blood, a- ge 20, is from
Kentucky- School Boards provement Award.
town near Hot Springs, Ark
letter
The next board meeting was
Agents of the Federal Bureau Association had sent a
the
receipt
of set for February 7.
acknowledging
of Investigation arrived in
present
Those
were
Murray on Tuesday and are still the -elub's nomination of Fred
here investigating a possible Schultz for the 1972 F. L. Dupree Mesdames Joe Prince, Jack
charge of car theft with respect Award for Creative Educational Bailey, Maurice Ctiristopher,
Fire damaged the 'Wayne the back bedroom with the floor
Ewen
Allbritten, Jamesto Blood, according to county Administration. The selection
made
on
for
this
award
will
be
Elerick
home at 519 Shady Lane and Wall around the heater
Weatherly,
J.
I.
Hosick,
George
officials.
January 18.
last night about 7:30 p.m., being damaged extensively.
Hart, Harold Beaman, Thomas
The club voted to make a Brown, J. Matt Sparkman, according to the members of the The sewing machine had
contribution of
to the 1972 Bethel Richardson, Sam -Murray Fire Department.
burned completely. and had
drive of the March of Dimes.
The fire was caused'from an Jaen through the floon to the
Knight, John Belt, • Bob
'Mrs. Bethel Richardson, Billington, and Richard W, electric heater in the back ground, the firemen said.
Lpeesident of the club-,expressed Knight.
bedroom of the home. The
The house is - owned by
appfec
- lattorrto ati-persons-that
heater had eon*on and-caught elan-rim67 -a sewing Machine by-the heater
Three trucks were taken to
James Hall of Murray is the had a part in Making the POSSIBLE MOTIVE new executive director of com- December Mimic Program the
BRUCETON MILIS, W. Va.° on fire, according to the the fire located in the southwest part of the city. Ice, sleet,
puter services in the Kentucky outstanding success that it was. (UPI)-Police had no...suspects firemenf
An announcement was made 'm -the burglary of the --Fife Chief Jackie Cooper said and snow covered the streets as
Highway Department.
Hall, 30, was director of the by Mrs. Richardson of the Appalachia Lake Restaurant, Mr. and Mrs. Elgrick and their the fire trucks made their way
computer center at Murray 'winter board meeting of The but they had a possible motive three children are vacationing to the scene of the fire.
of
M- Oklahoma. Elerick is the
Eleven regular' firemen and
State University and has wide Kentucky Federation
-hunger•
-3 held
be
at
the.
Womenl.Clubs
to
manager
of the local.
thieves
'carted
The
off
five
eleven vokihteers answered the
experience in the computer
ExecUtive Inn of Louisville on gallons of milk,five dozen eggs, Store in the. Bel-Air Shopping call Jo the house fire.' TheJsnuar 25,26, and Fr: My club evoke,some hamburger mettt7
tees-woesatthe City(Hall,
Murray
• wishing to Attend is potato chips, bread,,rolls, "pies,.
When the' firemen arrived at for The fire school conducted
Ridge
-he worked at the Oak
asked to contact Mrs. a toaster, two hot plates, 20- the sCeniv. smoke was pouring twice a month by the
Nalleite Laberatder It'. Oak Richardson Slides depicting sets oit-stiverwere and a large from the bailee, Chief Cooper firemen when the two local
alarm
Ridge, Tenn.
said. The fire was contained to house fire call was received. •
the club's outstanding project of box of toothpicks.
_
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Former Murrayan Appointed
CounseloLof S di Program

Two Arrested On
Daniel Roberts
i
Forgery
Charges
plates Course

Ft. Sam Houston Tex. Army
Captain Daniel C. Roberts,
E. D Williams, no relation, has whose parents, Mr. and Mrs.
a new print out. It's a Squirrel Hollis Roberts, and wife,
sitting on a branch scolding a Barbara, live at 623 N. Fourth,
Screech Owl who has taken over Murray, recently completed a
his den,aVsk--M-iftrMnreii ears 23-week -army
medical
set the Squirrel's winter supply department officer career
of- Acorns in the hole. A nice course at the U.S. 'Army
Medical Field Service School,
print.
Brooke Army Medical Center,
Don't feel self conscious about Pt.Sam Houston, Tex. ..
Students are trained in the
going slow on ,streeti--sii-they
were yesterday and today. U duties and responsibilities of
someone gets a, heavy foot and Army medical service-,officers.
*wants to pass, let them:.
Instruction Included
,. •
organization
and
adAs cold as it was last night the ministration of medical units,
hamburger steak, hot gravy command and staff procedures,
with onions, potatoes, and salad hospital management and
made an excellent supper.
courses related to medical
services.
"The ram or woman who
Capt. Roberts received his
enjoys retirement living wakes M.B.A. degree froth Murray
up in--:the- --morniag-.
State University in l:..
eagerness -to go about'the
--He holds an award of the
finished work of yesterday so Bronze Star medal and the
as to start the intriguing Army Commendation medal.
possibilities of today.. These
folks know that they are being
productive-doing
something
worthwhile justifying their
existence and making the world
happier foe- their being in
it",...Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus
founder - of
American
Association of Retired Persons
A thief or thieves houl4.be
and National Retfad Teachers able to set up
keeping
Association.
after the haul
made at the
apartment
Mr. and Mrs.
This philosophy, of course, fits Keith HMôn at Richmond Hall
anyone whether they are retired
urray State University.
at
Or not. Someone once said that if
. Hinton is the daughter of
there is' something to do
. and Mrs. Hugh Oakley of
tomorrow that only you cap
,Murray.
handle (or at least you
Almost everything, froth
this), then you have
wash clothes to a color TV set,
for living and will
more was stripped from the apartenjoyment from
ment of the dorm director
sometime between Saturday
morning, December 25, when
the-couple left Murray to visit
her parebts in Evansville and
1:30 a.m.'December 31, when
the returned to the apartment
Jackson Purchase
after
attending the Murray
Hazardous driving conditions continued. Clear and very State-Evansville basketball
cold tonight with lows 12 to 17. game in Evansville.
Entry to the -dormitery-wes
Thursday-partly cloudy and
not quite so cold with highs in apparently made through one of
the mid 30s. Outlook for Fri- the dbors, which crib only be
opened • with a master key,
day-partly cloudy and continOrmond Priee,141SU director of
ued cold.
security said.
EXTENEDRD OUTLOOK
items stolen from the
•ChaRee al preltsitinT In apartment were: a console
eastern -Kentucky-friday and stereo; record albums, 8-track
Saturday and over much of the stereo tapes, a transistor radio,
state Sunday. Continued cold and 18-ineh portable TV, a
through Sunday. Highs in the camera, vaceim cleaner,
electric can opener,electric fry
-406. Lows in the 29s.
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Madison Ave.,
Willard Jackson, Route 1,
ately diagnose rheumatic
National Representatives: Wallace Witt:meal., 1509'
former Anne Sturm of Murray. 'heart disease cases, ahe corn- •-e Hardin, Miss Lynn Ann Paulk,
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- --- The story was written by
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is the integrity of its Newspaper
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A University of Missouri ray training programs. ---- -Gleason Ha
• Almo, Mrs. Mary Christine
radiologist said yesterday that
Church, at
Graham,Route 8, Murray, Mrs
Methods Differ
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,
he and his oolleagues had
'Over-all accuracy was 73 , Alice Lynne Lax, New Concord,
developed an experimental percent for the computer and 62
Wayne
Mrs. Waeda Mae Beane, 403
computer program that could percent for the group of .• South 12th, Murray, Mrs.
speaking at
accurately diagnose one type of radiologists," Dr. Lodwick said. - Annette Wilson and Baby Girl, •
meeting at
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From that time on, if any mail came thatiookecras the
Edward Outland. 01.* Calloway
boy,
Tit might contain pornographic material,.I opened it
'baby
County, _
weighingborn
seven
AALIVin'
pounds three ounces,
on
,,,to make sure, and if my suspicions were correct, I would • •. ,Mr. Johnson, a retired eat Tuesday,
Member 28, at 10:17
The becember-meefing of the
)peal it back up again and leave it on my boss's desk UNO- • penter,is the son-of thelate Mr.
p.m. at the MurraY'Calll
14Y
'
Murray Branch
• PENED with the rest of his mail.
of the
and Mrs:AlbertJohnson,also of County
Hospital.
American Association of
Since my boss never instructed me to Throw away any
cooty
,
•
Calloway
The new father is employed
University Women was held at
envelopes that looked like those containip&Pornt*rtlphy,
Mr,.aptI M s,._-.101%son have at the. Murray Division of the
the homettf Mrs. Nadine Turner
had to assume that be had sent for it.
beet) residents of Mcbratiten Tappan Company,,,,with. Mrs. Inez Claxton,
Since all this stuff is puf on his desk UNOPENED, at
County since 1944.
Grandparents are Mr. and- president,
least I am spared the embarrassment of having my boss
presiding.
children
ai
n are
jeeksonvia
Mrs. Aneni4):::
,
terGeorge .D.Da
.ndUopkins
wirs;,..11
.--rldiz
t .salt;
to introduced
ecttou
think that I had seen it, too
cedp
PROBLEM SOLVED
Johnson
Crass
Fla., and the late Mrs. Ola Cook of Murray.
and presented her with a cerDEAR ABBY The question about what a secretary
Johnson Linger. Their grandtificate of recognition as
should do when she has been instructed to open all her
children are Richard Wall of
MORRIS BOY
"Outstanding Young Woman of
boss's mail and throw away the junk
a puzzling oneJacksonville and David Linger
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Morris tif
Kentucky for 1972". Mrs.
when her bosiographie mail.
-"
-•
of Ruckhannon, W. Va..
Dealer Route One are the Crass
expressed her gratitude
I know many competent secretaries whO'have had this
parents of a baby boy, Johnny
to the Murray Branch of AAIJW
,problem, and you have no idea how many of theta, right or
Darren, weighing eight pounds
for having nominated her 'tor'
wrong, destroy ,pornography to avoid embarrasiment to
eight ounces„,born on Thursday,
EVERYDAY SUEDE
this honor.
themselves and-their bosses.
December 30,at 1:36 p,rn. at the
&late Arrisseentiog an every---Benton
Dr.E'resAonJ4jss , Roberta
Irthe-*des
—WANT to 'reetbiesthil-tyPe of liteilittK7
MurdclipaI Hospital.
thing thing. Long suede skirts,
LVhitriah, and Mr's. Dolores
[which is Their privilege' why can't they arrange to have it
They have two other sons,
-flared-at.the hip,,cart be dressed
Devine
sent to a post office box, pr-etsaittbere, tn_q_are their mere.discussed .n_
up or-played down with a quick Jhnmy Dale, age seventeen, vironmental legislation,
tarifa possible embarrassinent,?_
and
change
<sweater. The long andJerry Dorirage twelve. The veriout
'If they don't want any part of it, why- don't they instruct
-ways and - meanssuede skirt 'obits its classic best father is manager of the body
whereby men, individually and .
/their secretaries to throw it away? Maybe we could hear
tmed_ with shirt- nd sweater aheRatfatiter Ford,--inel-and
froth some of the bosses on this subject'!' •
*
with a big buckled bet at the the mother is on leave-Eaff* Cnneetitiola.
and -•-- preserve
' SLIGHTLY PUZZLED
'-their enwaist. The belted suede
ket Murray Di,yision of the Tappan
vironmental resources.
with large pockets in
DEAR SLIGHTLY: I oish we could. Bosses?
Hostesses for the meeting
matching or contrasting color ,„ComPonY••4,Tie maternal grandparents
Hate to write letters' Scud Si to Abby, Boa WOO. lAis
with tbe_skirt puts the finishing
were Mrs. Turner, Mrs. Evelyn
areMr.and Mrs.Herbert Miller
Angeles, Cal. Met for Abby's booklet. "How to Write L44-touches to a perfect outfit
Allbritten, and Miss Jane
of DexteicRoute One.
1111111-80e- Al Occasions."
Rainey.

Of Poplar Sprints-

The Administrative
the First United' Methodist
Church will have Its regular
-dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the church.
--TheMurray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Rail, St. Leo's Catbolic
Church, at seven p.m.

Miss770wpidolyn
Jeanette Russell
,

Mr. and Miti---411kar1es Rex Enoch of Hazel announce the
engagement and 'approaching- miirrlage of their daughter,
Gwendolyn Jeanette Russell, to Larry Smith CoOper, sect of Mr.
and Mrs. Ivan Earl Coopet of Hazel.
The bride-elect was a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
SchooL She formerly attended Ezell Beauty School.
• 11* prospective groom was a 1968
graduate of Calloway
• County
High School and is presently employed at Big K. He is a
_fignIorZat Murray State University_ where he is majoqng in

besolernnized
and e-pomr
of Bethel, Brooks Chapel and o'clocidialie evening at the Green Plain'
Church of Christ. No
Independence United Methodist formal invitations are being sent, but all friends and relatives are
- Churches will sponsor a supper invitedat Brooks Chapel Church, at
seven p.m. The charges will be Mr-And M-rs. Willie Jones celebtate
81.50 adults and 75 cents for
children under 12 years of age. 63rd- Wedding Anniversary At
flo.

Their Home

mr...arid pars, yrime Jones grandsons Terry Lynn and
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club will meet at the school at celebrated their sixty-third Jeffrey Alan Pascha • • —seven
Rev. nfity---wedding teniversary -.on
Mr. and Mrs. .444108-- are
Gatlimore will show slides of Monday, December 27 at their members of the North 'Fork
-leltnerRtitttetitie.
The Holy Land. Tle executiii-Baptist Church- Tft"Irehrys
The couple was married C0ur9y,Tenn., where they were
board will meet at 6:30 p.m.
December 27, 1908 by sqifre able'to attend church on.
John Turnbow at Crossin
Friday, January 7
December 16 with their family.
.The. Nellie Outland Sunday
After church the family went to
School Class of the Cherry
Their attendants were Mr. the-- home for dhfner.
Corner Baptist Church will and Mrs. Quitiniaricey,sister of
meet at the home of Mrs. Sarah Mr. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Whit
Allbritten at seven p.m.
JoheS and Emma
Paschall
• The Marray-CaBoway Coiuity brother of Mr. Jones,Roy Orr
Mr. and 'Mrs. Robert D.
Senior Citizens ellub Will have a and Gonnie Simpson . Orr,
Morgan and children, Dale,
potluck luncheon at the social
brother of Mrs. Jones. All of the'
Kathy, and Mary, of Michigan,
hall of the First United attendants are deceased except
Mr. and Mrs. N.P. Pasthall,
Quitman Key and Mrs.Thacker
Methodist Church at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Morgan
• Bingo will be played and Paschall.
and son, John David, Mr. and
Members are to bring white
They had a son, Otis, who Mrs. Connie
Morgan, Edward
! elephant gifts for prizes. In passed away at an.early age.
Morgan • and granddaughter,
.. -Marge of arrangements will be They have one daugbterz,Mrs.
Lem Ann, and Hurley, Morgan,
Ivy Culver, Mr. and Mrs. Othel (Maurene) Paschall of
all of Murray, and Greg
Clarence Horton, Mesdames Hazel Route One. They have one
Wallock of Sterling Heights,
Ruby Harris, Essie Blalock, grandson, William Gerald
Mich.,were all dinner guests of
Lenore Jones, Hildred Sharpe, Paschall of Murray Route Four.
Mr..and Mrs. D.Y. Morgan on
and Mina Waters.
They also have two great
Saturday, December 25.
—
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Robes Are Quilted, Embroidered

perature and
°riling to the
rephoto Mapl
.
_

it pain,ting.is
I indAtri
rrners

-- EMBROIDERED LOUNGEWEAR - Quilling and embroidery turn simply pretty robes?
- into smashing ones. At left. Odette Barsa translates this. year's popular daytime coat, the'
princeSs,,_into a-lifxurionsfy !Ong robe It is boldly,embroidered, begins slim with long
narrow sleVeS -and•a MR bow -1firlrflailes. lnfhe renter Bill Tice cteates a wine velvet
hostess gown for Royal Robes. Inspired by.I9th century dress,. the design is long with puffed
sleeve'S, a high collar and -white floral.embroidery. At right, Odette Barsa shows off a short
robe Its a shocking pink embroidered peprerr and has-a gathered lopk_The sleeves are
puffed • and
.. • there is a full bow at die neck. Undernee4Mbe coat., a sheer nightgown has .
rippled eni.broidery at the bodice_
• _
• 1.-iy9iut by Joe •Danione

--

rzt.

VAGE FOUR-- •

*coins To Anthem
rgott' en As-Illinois.
Upsets Hoosiers- 85:71 -
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Eke Out
;Win Over Rockets_

I.

king:ton:Nan*

Rookie-Of'Pie Year

DENVER (AP) The Kentucky Colonels, starting to
make it a runaway in the
COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP)-"I than 100 yards in four different
American BaSketball Associ- did a OW jab but I atilt
games. inetuding.a 142-yard efation Eaatern Division, took a improve,'! said John Brock- fort on 30 carries in a 17-14 win
the ington, named Tuesday as the over the Chicago Bears Nov. 7.
- tight 106-103 decision over
_
Denver Rockets here- Ttiesdar NFL Offends,' Rad* et:the - 111-440--Pec. 12 genii against
•
night.
Year by The Associated'Paw'the gears at Geen Bay he
.- .
0
_ Princeton, 7-2, got 41 points
to stand.
By ALEX SACHARE
Cincy PoWell's Minn shot after setting,. first-year,snapped the 1,090-yard mark.
.
Brian
of
duo
the
from
backcourt
its
liked
everybody
But
Will try to get back•=with -47 seconYla left give---"Asiociatecl Press Sports Writer
_ "I got the least yards against
cord for Green Bay -n_ y_Taylor_ and _Ted manakaa and__ By JEFFREY IH/Lta '- lucky Sett
body In game -that came afiee.-tbe.,a
'. raiffier-winning track against- -Colonels the game and a 134-While
'
Writer
press
associated
the next week," Brock-Miami
this
learning
of
lot
"I
a
did
defeated Michigan 91-82 at
.--Northern Illinois' gym liked the them-everybody, that is, exThe Morehead State Eagles Transylvania and Kentucky game lead over the Virginia year about pro football in gen- ington said. He couldn't recall
Wilinore,
Henry
Princeton.
-.
the
visitors.
,music hefore the game against cept
,'Wesleyan will entertain Hous- Squires in the division.
eral, finding out what I can what that distance was. Game
his first start since suf- were out-shot and out-re
TueisdaY night-th_gre.._-v,. - Northern jumpod-oftto.a.304 making
chances
two
had
Rockets
The
06
141
BaPtist•
do," the husky 2.3Tyear-old Ohio records show he rushed for 73
411
-Indiana-r,-4
to
---2.14-IiiliiiteS feting a knee injury two Weeks -hAt l-41---I ing
were no complaints about the lead lathe opening
Georgetown's Mike Calhoun after Powell's basket, but failed State University senior added. yards against the' Dolphins.
State 95-89 Tuesday night, but it
29
•
with
scorers
all
ago,
led
The
threatened.
never
sweetsounds on the court once and was
"Considering it was my first
certainly wasn't because of Poured in 36 Points Tuesday to convert them and Artis Gil- "I want to try to get more
Huskies led 43-33 at the half, points for Michigan.
the game got started.
ingshotot yardage next year.
str
w ioth
ndsinreama
year in
re Irlam
sezd
ball," he said, "I
forward Leonard night as the Tigers led 41-33 at m
sophomore
59a
to
raced
11-1,
Missouri,
after
63-42
to
spread
the
raised.
The Huskies, who came into
halftime and turned the game
feel I did a good job, but Irstill
in
better
man
want
to
a
be
."1
_
€°tdter•
held
then
lead
43
over
Ohio-U.,
half
the game with a 102.5 scoring eight:minutes of the-seeend
Coulter led a furious charge into a rout after intermission. ice the game for the Colonels. - the passing genie. I want to can improve. I know that. •
on to beat the Bobcats 78-16.
average-second highest in the and then coasted home.
Dan Issel and Powell led the- help the Packers get back on
the last two minutes as ._ Pikeville was led by junior cenBrockingtoo, married and the
in
The victory-Inni_Northern II- Greg Felker and &lint- Brown
nation-upset fifth-ranked Infinished ter Greg Hatfield who scored 18 colonels through the 'close sec- top of the league."
of a 4-year-old daughter,
father
seemingly
Morehead,
Missouri,
for
20
apiece
tinted
s
diana 85-71 despite a 30-point linois' eighth in nu've-- outings,
of
21
-points.
hitting
n..
l
Issel
.the--with
ond
he
night,
half,
said
still needs 20 hours of
the
for
turned
yards
1,105
Brockington's
outburst by the Hoosiers' Jobie while Indiana suffered iffiec- while Jim Cottle led Ohio with
- --- diana team's 91-75 margin into-- Cumberland led Oakland City his game-high 32 points in the rushing-he was the fourto; academic work to graduate and
.
..„._
.
triumphs:71.43
eight
againit
ond
loss
finish. Thes 6-5 Coulter by21 points with eight nilnutes last 24 minutes, Powell had five rookie in pro history-to gain .1;„: Pleps O. veod_,the_tigst two
01rULtitt-_.
,
ganiaNiagara, nd a dose
--.
- . -The- mitiniiir intheta''was' Jim Bradley led the Huskies in - 'Prather
his game-high ri remaining,bur then had to hold field goals during the second- ill - sr was one jz,f thi-- few 1 quarters at 014o-State. He's
8.___the_t_of
Boilling-Greasi.4
played befonr-the-game7-the--scoring7-with -24-points, 12 to--4,--solled--over
` '
good things to happen to Green working on a degree in
w. . na team:7the
two minutes. aff a rally by the
in
final
points
Vic Thonias-kt on his first
first time since Northern Ii- each hat„ while Billy Harris -74;
only six VOW'----1be-7--wht- was Kentucky* Bay this season. They endiati education and hopes some day
2
53
nished_
•
with,_2i
f
hit
,
•
per
and
10
Indiana
State
cent
.=31.1e-marilin-was
--f
shots
.
President Richard Nelson added IL - of its floor shots, while More-'et- the 'two-mmute mad( but Iibirth id -four games with the with a 4-8-2 'record, the warat- to _become- a history teacher.
In a pair of West Coast points as St. BonaventUre, 572, head
imposed a ban oq its playing
Green Bay acquired Brockcould only sink 40 per Cumberland held on for the Rockets this season. It was also since 1958 for the Packers.
,
Baldwin-Wallace
overpowered
Long
Dec. 4. The -ban had been games, eighth-ranked
37 points the Colonels' fifth straight win
Jensen's
Tem
win.
.
Despite
Coulter's
by -getting an earlier
Mew
Voot-1,..22sa
Brockington,
at its.
placed because of objections by Beach State raised its record to 100-69; Ron Behagen scored 25 .....Ce,L
-.- pounder was the overwhelming draft pick in a deal that sent
game-high 16 rebounds, More- and lofty Hurt's 27 paced the arid 11th 1n12 games.
17
and
rebounds
grabbed
points
decision
95-82
a
taking
by
10-1
black students at the school.
-----' - --InuinhLtbarColonPlg
. •
.' -s--i,5a4a.-- -, Willi etr
irenew4rdireitsrraohirisswed-flurler-Pa,---t° Penftehlfie-iirithelt1 WAS- played over -Temple, now ir-3,• white- ••-to- spark- Minnesota-ptiot-C-10---beelitm
wall The _only ABA team tilt), have. ors by--a-nationwide--pair line-Man Alden nocrie'--In other games involving -;;Cebtre's biggestpair
a
in
and
84-59,
eago-Loyola
was
16
knocked-.
No.
Hawaii
six
's
Northern
night,
Tuesday:
l iii defeeted-this season, the sports miter and
Tues. Its eight-point lead at die fina.
Coach Dan Devine said that
sportscasters.
'Overtimecontests, Colorado Kentucky college teams
black cheerleaders walked off from the unbeaten ranks by Of
92. buzzer as the Colonels -scored Utah Stars. The Western Divi- He amassed.43 ,i votes out of 60 while the Packers knew Brocka
to
day,
s
rolled
and
nipped
outh_
Tuiane
7544
Georgetown
the floor and most of the black Los Angeles Loyola 88-78.
64 win over Pikeville, Cumber. 'RI of the last 12 points in the sion4eading Stars own victories east. Jim Plunkett,quarterback ington was talented, his big
Long Beach, registering its ern Methodist edged Oklahoma
students in the crowd refused
land handed Oakland City of In-- game: A free throw by James-In both meetings with Kentucky or the New Engtand Patriots, year surprised them._
96-92.
.
victory,
home
47th consecutive
this year
"I'd have to say he was a
a 9640 setback, Centre Mason With 2:48 left broke thediana
Ivas runoerup with 1414 votes.
Two touring national teams
.'.-...was paced by center Nate Stept
70.70 tie and set the Centre' The'gam
' e in Salt Lake City The other two votes went to Vic pleasant suprise, although we
score
by
bested
Berea
an10.72
hens, who scored 19 points, and came out on the short end. The and
Union registoced a 65-60. surge in motion. Mason led all also will match the two coaches WashingZon of the San Fran- knew right away when we first
guard Ed Ratleff, who added Australians were beaten by
over 'Pennessee Wes- SCUM with 26 Points and chosen for the ABA All-Star cisco 49ers and John Riggins of looked at him in our - spring
triumph
Yale 103-90, while the Poles'
Charles Badigalupi and Kenny game in Louisville Jan. 29. Joe the New York Jets.
camp in Arlington, Tex., that
Steve Smith, Loyola s 6-foot-8 dropped an 4-75 .decision -to . leYon•
Maynard coMbined for 36 for Mullaney of the Colonels and
Ken.
we had Something special," Degames,
only
In
tonight's
Tennessee.
--scored 32 pointkand
Berea.
for more vine said.
rushed
.Brockington
Carolina's center;
wer,e
Utah
of
Anderson
LaDell
Larry Mille
b„en grabbed 22 rebounds as Ilavniii.
---Ilutorrevened-thrrw-&-Cfer formilly named the
•
1s]n 10
caned an unpublicized Joe suffered-lE
, the season at five-and-five with coaches Tuesday. -"-its win over Tennessee Wesley.
1-4Y°18,' which let-a
-Nemeth. But now that he-lias -games.
standout the way, is now 4-5.
to
- - an. Bill Swafford led the winbiossoineij
Fel''Sqphomore forward John
scorer in the American
his last 10 field goal
-.
Phil Storm added16.
1
ball Association, ?dilleranay nito. pace Davidson to --- -_'
strain-phi
longer lack for publicity.
H
Tuesday night, the 6.foot.s en 8844 upsit-/irt No. 17 St.
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1
Associated
ahead
surged
ha,
Ili
his
a130-116.victory over the Pitts"Jan 4ine-4- -4nobake,-closer
as-prlire-tourney faA
-ason last year,- -rewith 10-50 remaining, then held-, . MIAMI(AP-) The legend of
A-burgh-Condors.
Red- Iiinc,h Cassidy and the sun- friends, but its been 11011baStbat - NEW 'YORK (UP1)..--I've been called a _ poor _off a late charge by the
The-..-csui Football Conference &Own vorite as the pre golf tour start- mained_ the top choice in the
23.now
men,
danci_1(44 hasitiead to Eie Su= civerdmieriahl CWallba, WIWT:10,ed Press International top last Sunday, has been named
in
event he has dominated in reman's Nainath4"said Minor
"We just didn't went this per,
was walking off the leftoier 20 -small college basketball winner of the Jim Thorpe lieMe- $126,000 Glen Campbell-Los An- cent years. In his-last four
referriog to the • fast-living
John's -"In the soinewhat- gruesome, hurts Monday from Miami's 21- teams With first place votes mori-,i1 Trophy as the
geles Open.
starts in this tournament, he
quarterback of the New York one," lamented 'St.
1
• r
Mole tourriarbent, the has won twice,-lost in a playoff
Jets of the National Football Coach Fraok 104111zo -_-“We:'even blood
playoff victory iher- Ma- and won-lOsciecords as arTan:' standing player in professional,
- football," said Suridallee, "we more 24hours earlier.
1 in parentheses:1110h
week) fnootball,
m yspokesman an- first of more than 40 major and missed first Place by a
Tutela
League. "I dress mod and I weren't ready to play."
ounced a
Points
.
„we do both have oar own . Teem , .
inthe
an
high
Falconi
win
events on the $7.5-million tour, single shot.
gakRi
the
playing
for
more
-go
swinger.
guess I'm kind of a
t
for en)oymentilt
lives. Shir_lionba_artitillties __LI _Pim rildi*J.."11(104) .. 316 ,, The-five-year Dolphin-veteran.
And I'm. from Pennsylvania, game with'.atztlatrhde__
St. -John's
Schaeffer
Sundance is 737-pound full- apart in Muth Florida. It's just .2. La. Tech(8)(9-0) - •
Harney, now a panp-time tourist
like Nemeth."
the award after lead- yard, par-71 'Hann Park
282 received
with
20.
-Xenhalky St.(4-1) .
Course with Arnold Palmer and, with a club job In Sutton,
Larry Cson„Butch is thattve enjoy each other's COITI=
210 ing
back
•
•
and
10.9
Miller averaged only
his41ational
Football
No. 20 Florida State squeaked Jim Kiick, Ina 215-pound run- pany.,,anChaving a drink to- ._4‘Tenti.St.(1)(4-0)
chief Mass., have won seven of the
12.2 points.per game in his last
'''''''beragne club to a 10-3-1 season Lee Trevino among' the
63-62 to WM the ning -mate in the Miami Dol- gether."157 mark4w
F. Austin (8-1)
lifttoriek -enailengers-,ta the btialnelike last nine Llingeles • events.
two seasons after scoring at a past St Lbuis
ance
-basketball crown phins' backfield. Speaking of drinking:
141 otter '
- LEvansville (I)(6-2)
The gray:Flair Harney also is
-Weft
rate of 17 points per game in Senior Bowl
The BillBiens,
In fact, most of the game's in the 144-man field that is
101 and Baltimore Colts to clinch
7. Howard Payne (9-1)
"We're a couple a guys who
"A couple of years ago, we
his rookie year, but he has in Mobile, Ala.
point in the final seldom show how serious we were playing the Pahiets in
premier performers are on shooting
85 the AFC title.
8. Cheyney St. (7-1)
for a $25,000 first-place
he
zoomed his average to over 20 trading by one
ball for one are," said Csonka. "So, after Boston," said Csonka. "Jim
the
held
minute,
for the early start of the
hand
63
9.
(6-2)
Assumption
The Dolphins meet the Dallas
points this season.
attempt, but Har- the movie about Butch and Sun- and I had some very nice after- 10. Akron (6-1)
58 Cowboys in the Super Bowl tour with only Jack Nicklaus,
The 42-year!ol1 Palmer, who
"I was deteimined that no last do-or-die
missed at dance became so popular, we dinner liqeur the night before: 11. Delta Miss.)St.(7-0) 40
Frank .13 r.clo_kd South African had his first 2200,000 season
one was, going to take my job ry Rogers' 20-footer
showdown Jan. 16.
were likened to the screen The field that day was I.- Fla. Sopthern(1)(7-0) 39
----i'T6h tour events lest -year"
i 1619
away," he said. "Other people ,the buzzer.
San Francisco 49er quarter- Gary Maker inialigihr'
_ 29 back John Brodie was last namedarilissing. •
t0.19-2
drenched and all muddy.. I told 13. Fairmnt,_ Wya
Florida. 4tate
'
and the talkative_Trevine_each
_
didn't have the confidence in
All the rest of the $100,
The Miami Herald dressed !Click not to swallow any of that 14, Sam Houston St. (6-1) 17 year's recipient of the Thorpe
are coming off a founweek
me that I did, hot
knew I with the victory, while the de... 15. ISU (14.0.) (6-2)
14 award which is voted upon by winners from the 19/1 tour- 'break.
could score 20 points a game:"- feat was the first for SU Louis Csonka and Mick in 19th Centu- gook when he was tackled
9 captains, codcaptallis and-play- along with deferidingchampian
ry fivers* for a portrait that he might ruin the taste of thei 17. Capital(Ohio)(7-0)
Through a quirt in the drawRookie Ted McClain helped in seven outings.
newsthe
-of
8 er representatives of the -26 Bob Lunn; England's Tony ings, the hi° are-paired togethcover
booze."
the
is:
(5-4)
graced
nice
Easternbtich.
Pittspoints.
28
with
Miller
Jacklin and Bob Goalby, win- er for the fttwo days and
7 NFL teams.
The former Syracuse All- 19. Tenn,Tech (4-1)
paper's preseason Windt seeburgh's George Thompson also
6
American had a less expensive 20. Puget-Sound (6-3)
Griese, 26, was runnerup in ner of the Bahama Islands are certain to drasi'most of the
scored18.
An autornaker liked the pose birthday drink in Kansas City
Heiman Trophy balloting as a Open just three weeks ago-are gallery in this 46th - manual
'Erliewhere in the ABA, the
on hand for the season's kickoff event.
contracted the Dolphin the day of pro fobtball's longest ECLIPSE AWARD
Floridians beat Virginia 124-113,
at Purdue.
senior
NEW YORK (UVI)-Song
aceiardreilitiin again-for a game in historr
Ut'ah trounced Memphis-114-89,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)- television coMmercial. - -"I was 25 years old on Christ- composer Burt Bacharath has
and Kentucky edged Denver
King, 76,
"Tom"
H.
Thomas
about
wild
went
day," said Csonka. won the Eclipse Award in the
fan;
mas
Dolphin
106-103.
football
winning
out
turned
who
the herootimd the Herald be• .."That's the day we beat the television category of the news
Mack Calvin hit 12 of 14 field
the gas selling color copies of the -Chiefs 27-24 in two overtimes. media for a CBS special
at
teams
basketball
and
free
17
of
14
and
goal attempts
in die portrait at 50 cents a copy. Jim and I had a big celebra- documentary depicting Bachethrows for a season high of 38 -university of Louisville
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s.Y IS
ewes al
Many a Miami kid's-welt-is pa- tion-we split a beer in our ho- rach's experiences as the owner
--pointe4n-leading-the_glosidians 1920s, died here Tuesday.
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King,
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pered
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here to
Ph. 753 56 1 7
210 Main St.
added 73 points for the Florid- Notre Dame, came
High
ians, while rookie Julius Erving coach football at Male
School in 1924. He went to the
,
had 36 for the Squires.
football
Willie Wise's 19 points paced UL in 1925 and his
IT DON CAPIN
undefeated,
a balanced Utah attack ai the team thSt year was
TOP nowirt TRAMS - JANUARY 2. 1972:
opponents only
Stars handed Memphis its fifth allowing eight
92.3
11 - MARSHALL
- 102.2
We Have
1 - U. C. L. A.
91.9
straight setback. Rookie John- two points all season.
- 96.2
12 - MARYLAND
2 - MARQUETTE
won-lost
teams'
His football
91.6
13 - VIRGINIA
- 96.0
3 - SOUTH CAROLINA
ny Neumann was high for the
91.5
CULIFOENTA
95.9
4 - NORTH CAROLINA
-record was 27,21 in six seasons.
Proswith 25 points.
91.0
15 - OHIO STATE
- 94.3
$ - LOUISVILLE
On
In addition to his widow, he is
90.9
Cincy Powell's jump shot wih
- 93.5
16 - LONG BEACH STATE
6 - INDIANA
Van
Thomas
son,
a
90.7
93.4
.917 - TENNISSEE
7 - FLORIDA STATE
47 seconds left and Artis Gil- survived by
90.5
Chicago; a
- 44..PIONISYLVANIA
- S. II.' L01119A
more's stuff shot 36 seconds lat- 'Dyke King, of
90.4
19 - ILLINOIS
- 92.6
9 - ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
four sisters and two
89.9el_ boosted Kentucky over Den- brother;
VILLANOVA
92.4
20
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.
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Your Goodyear Dealer

MUD & SNOW
TIRES
SALE
NOW!! For Trucks and
Automobiles

4ORLD'S.GREATEST PROFESSIONZ.

WRESTLING
PARIS CITY AUDITORIUM - PARIS, TENN.

friday, Jan..7_- 8:00,p.m.
.
SPUTNIK MONROE
GARY MARTIN
and
Vs.
and

NORYEL AUSTON
ONI WIKI-WIKI- 2 out of 3-Falls- 60Mm. Tim* Limit--

OPENINP MATCH
tWAIN 'PEAL vs. TIIE MASKED BEAST
---2-eut of -3 falls - 60 Min. Time Limit
Sponsored

by. PARIS SHRINE •
with Bill Warren, Promoter

DORDT
29
XAVIEK-ILLINOIS
COLORADO WESTSRN
18
ADAMS STATE
THOMAS MORE
4
XAVIn
KENYCM
20
ASHLAND
. GAMES OF 14-72:
GEORGE MASON
51
BALTD4ORS
GA. SOUTHWESTERN
BERRY
I
MEMPHIS STATE
2
BRADLEY
AkIZONA STATE
BRIGHAM YOUNG
WILBERFORCE .
24
6
CENTRAL ST.OHIO
BROWN
14
6 10MUMBIA
GEORGIA STATE
CHATTANOOGA
GRINNELL
WE
CLEVELAND STATE
26
14
CREIGHTON
BROCKPORT
EASTERN MICHIGAN
FLORENCE STATE
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2
DAVID LIPSCOMB
HEART-KANS,
SACKED
sew
mr.xia,
9
EASTERN
STATE
TROY
7
DELTA STATE
TALLADEGA
FISK
WICHITA
, 35
1
DRAKE
COLORADO COLLEGE
GREAT FALLS
RICHMOND
22
19
EAST CAROLINA
COLORADO
HOUSTON
STEVENS POINT
18
7
EASTERN ILLINOIS
HOUGHTON
RDENSTOWN
ALLEN'
6
16
GARDNER' WEBB
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
WORM FAKE
LANGSTON
4
2
GRAMBLING
NORTHLAND
23
LAXERSAD-CANADA
TAI STATE
5
HILLSDALE
MeN11741 STATE
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
15
c.Alrre
JACKSON STATE
EVANGEL
16
MISSOURI WESTERN
Mims
23
LEBANON VALLEY
PFMNSILVAMIA
_s____Jacksommuc.k.a_
44----uplumarost stAis
NASVARD
SAN DIEGO STATE
II
8
LONG BEACH STATE
COAST canOw
ROCHESTER
CLORG6115WW- C.
111
L. S. U.,
12
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SRN
ST
CHICO
FRANCISCO
MISS
SO.
24
LOUISIANA TECA
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SANTA BARBARA
SAM JOSS STATE
17
ST. MARYS,CALI
CALIF.
,
17
LOYOLA
WATERLOO
S. E. LOUISIANA
MOREHEAD44
MARSHALL
23
SO. CALIFORNIA
OREGON
HARDIN S
NEW ORLEANS
5
12
STATE
COLORADO
SO.
EMPORIA
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W.
N.
S
'
7
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41A
SOUTHERN UTAH
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I
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U. C. L. A.
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, 10
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14
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6
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FREE ICE
SCRAPER

CAL

FACTORY TYPE MUD AND SNOW CAPSGet Your Winter Tires
Only

Studded
$650

a Tire

GO

Tire Chains
On Sale And Bilbreys Will Install!
All Sizes

-Goodyear Spitfire

BATTERY
12-Volt
Oniy
$ 1 795
Exchange .

• Extraipuciali

Battery chargersFor 6 or 12 Volt 1 Amp.
3 Amp., Guaranteed Quality

$399
Only $995

Shop Today at Blibrefe-for Alt
Your Winter Needs!
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•
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but I still
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PRICES.... Plus Top Value

steaks

SWISS, ROUND
OR FAMILY PAK RIB lb

U. S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

Tmlit_one ti)a
Pork •
Fryers
_.4_9
._.

k

II
EX
Per-relatively
•ce41.tht,
reted
-last four
he
PlaYdffce by a

r, who
season
its:Leach
four-week
the drawed togethdays and
ost of the
th 'annual

-

•

A-DRY FO MULA

-Jergaftbflort------$1.35 size
BRIGHT SIDE'
Shampoo
$1..15 ize g 0

•

AB

411%110
g v II

44-lbs. of
Meat All foo

SAVE

PRIDE
16-oz
bottle

an
Lotion 57'

BAYf.R CHILDREN'S
36's •
39c size
CLOSE-UP 69c size
3-oz.

Asprin

KROGER INST-ANT OR REG.
4-oz
pkgs.
HEINZ KOSHER
48-oz.
jar

5

49'
69'

Dill Pickles

BILTMORE

SANDWICH

OR

FRESH4PLUmP

lb. 49c
lb

KROGER
VoiK
BEANS

Apple Juke

35c

qt

Mg
MEDIUM(3 to 5.1b.)

lb.

4

Tomatoes

Chili & Beans
..,BROGER

$

89c

40
:
oz. 1/9C
can

11:E4fl

Mixed Nuts

-

bag

Smoked Ham

SPare-

tb

-

Air "EL

Sites.

lb.

*

47'

lb

39t

BACON
.63

-

MEALTIME
tLICED
RINDSS
LE

Fryer Livers

MORRELL PRIDE

FAMILY PAK OF 3 to 5-lbs.
FRYER
BENClik irTie
in&044 40
farrailh.Air

12-oz. 59c
pkg.

-Skid Bacon
cows

stvi F RIMLESS
#
lb., 69c-s,

Ky. Farm

ErS lb

Whore noinWsWib
KROGER ALL-MEAT

All Beef Wieners pti. 69
.44-Eei-t_soiogna _ 12-or. cac
pkt J7
KROGER
_Bologna. 'in"Ykslic

m

ij
s

lb
-

WIENERS

12 oz.
5s.
Pkg.

ALL FLAVORS HAWAIIAN

3

°Wino Sugar -b1g55
$
A
Cake Mixes
II

cans

BE 1TY CRC/LICE/I

boxes $
for

with our
coupon

KROGER-DtLICIOUS

5

COFFEE
1 lb

79'

AUTO PRIDE

ANTI-FREEZE
$129

Day

181
/
2-oz.
boxes

3

turnipsl

1-1b.
cans

FARM STYLE

Cookies
KRo(,i

R

3

14-oz
pkgs
5-oz
cans

Vienna Sausage

1Prn.

leff-

a

(Ham & Beef Excluded
ROGER-SMOOTH

Dinner

each

KROGER

29C
29c
GOLDEN
4 chl
CORN

Pineapple Juice

3

AVONDALE CREAM STY' f

1-1b.
can
KROGER Blue Lake Cur or Sli

Pear Halves

Green Beans

cans

1
23'
$

SALTINES
$1

3

with our coupon

,A;11;14;TiliTITI1;7,11711W
....
;Zot.

•

• with th.s coupon thru Jest. 11. Limit
one. Subtect to epplicable tax.

ti

.,2-o>._ _

1111;TotilisTottlitallf

vae

• Peanut Butter -rat
1
ca m

er

1

awe

ems

ea/

PP,

ost

tamps
*glib this coupon and $1.50 •
•pwthueri fresh fruit or
vegetables. Limit 1
-Subject to applicable Lax

vale

fve

S.

orr
24-oz.
„bread 3 loaves

KROGER CRISP

49,

CRUNCH_

PeanutBu

ea.

KROGER BARTLETT

eic

BUSH'S BEST (with diced

Turnip Greens

s1

1 -lb.
cans

GRIND IT
FRESH'

SPOTLIGHT

U•seibille rititC111111111; /1,7 )
411 C
11 we a us
-on ov
le bo ttle ME MP`

KROGER MACARONI & CHEESE

1-th
cans

1 lb.
boxes

Se

Si

oNle:TettstettletittstoTsIMIN)4;
se,
WORTH 15c CASH
toward the ouches* of one 36-or. pkg owe

1-doz. IR. SAND5V1CH BUNS OR

Wiener Rolls(10)3 Pkgs

-Brown Serve Rolls 3fer, 5
FLAKE,TWIN OR COMBO

kROGER Golden Whole Kernel
12-or
Vat
cans
KROGER GARDEN
1 -lb
cans
KROGER WHOLE
1-lb
cans

Country Oven

It,.;r41141stifiTettlIsTatTsfelsT;NT

GAINESBURGERS
one:"Subfect

$1
low•

now thou Jan. 11 Limo
to applicable tax

Betty Crocker
4 to $1
Cake Mixes
wit thls coupon thru Jan 11
L•mli 1 Subiect to applicable

16«ie:16111§144114111TettettsT,!,,,
_.•
....
...
20c CASH
4.- towardWORTH
swig
the ptiebbisse of one 16-oz

tao

Pac Com
25'
,-rinievaimittnew
TEPotatoes-40
FIG BARS
'Sweet Peas
4
89'
. ,.
BONUS COUPON
Navel Oranges 12 99• Green Beirts _ 4 89' 2 'pb.kg. 49'
2'5%99' l(roger Biscuits
Snap Beans
29` JUICE DRINK Meat Pies
45' Margarine
-Vegetables
1
•
Sweet Corn
10 89`
ke Creat
59'
OLEO $
ROME APPLES
-lb.
bag

c

CALIFORNIA#

,

for

TENDER GREEN

KROGER PINEAPPLE -GRFRT

Ilm

Sw
I.Z.
402

BANQU

A

V

v

36-Oz.
each
24-oz
pkg

ears
for

KLEENEX BOUTIQUE'
(140-pak)

8

FRESH WESTERN
I)

FLORIDA PINK

Grapefruit
FRESH

GIRL I N/

Broccoli

for

SISIC

IC;
2

bchs.
for

Minter Pears

5

for

59
(
'
. -janNtraPkinSA
LOTION-MILD

495

cs'..^.'FFT FLORIDA

ORANGES

8 81

Jergens Soap
KCEENEX.EIOUXIQUE
;C' T
WHIPPED SNOWEIftet
•
•

--- Si
l
'
aAr,-oz. 10c

BUTTERBEAN
INF mar ••

packs
BIRDSEY1
42-oz
can

Awake

3

9-oz.
cans

4._
KROGER S.HOESTRINC,

CoUNTRY OVEN

Sordid Cookies

lb.
CLOVER VALLEY

FROSTY ACRES CORN,
MIX VFG OR BABY

0 ot

14-oz
pkgs.

Potatoes

Double Top Value Stamps Every Tuesday and Wednesday

pkgs.

ROGER Single-wrap American
12-oz.
1111 Il
. tdia
•
Pkg.

Slices

Cream

Si KROGER
Milk
$1 Chocolate
KROGER
Half & Halt
KROGER

Sour Cream

Alc

25 with )9

8-or. 2e)C
PkIt•

2$

qt

25

8

or more

Onions

43
'
434

8-or.
ens -

•

5

•

with 2 heads

rrur.„
. th

S
-25

ctn
"It

.

1-SO-wilts any 2
Pies
BanclueTh
2
SO with 2 pkgs.%tog.fIioop
or Mild Daisy C
3,
SO with 2 pkgs.
Country Oven Donuts
50 voih 2•ibs. Of more Oround 4
Round, Chuck -Ac-.
Ch
5
pl%fglIrlrt61
-41 or
S
Center Cu* Pork Chops
SO Wirt11-2-blegs-Ftygr
Bryan. Legs or Thighs
7
F.,uesrzs pkgs. Cot-up
50 ,...y

cans

FLEISCHMANN'S

it a It
gal

(jfl

Tangerines

FOR EXTRA
'TOP VALUE STAMPS

PKG.OF S

FROSTY ACRES STEW

MINEOLA

....

FOOD-Q1KE

ANGELnow thfu Jan. 11.Limit -0...,..,Suble.c. en.
to applicalbe taxes
,
.
.Viogei
gii?(It,ililipaltaliliflpilifilli

lb

GOLDEN, FRESH

-

lb

Iced Bacon

11111111ribillilleIF

Punch
Tissues

•

•

BONELESS OR BONE-IN

_

CLOVER VALLEY

40-oz.
can

- SIIK--.44

itANQUET FROZEN
WHITE HOttSE

I it,

39c

Olden

2

WHOLE, LEAN FRESH

29

-

Smoked Ham
BUTT PORTION OF

ROaSfing
FRESH TENDER

DELICIOUS

Toothpaste

KROGER

CAPS

Leg Quarters

GRADE A - SELF BASTING
10-14 lbs.

200-COUNT KLEENEX FACtAL

LUNCHEON
LOAF

Apple Sauce

nd

-

-lb

1401-3141

Puddings

lb

ElkE EATING'

Li78
't
aaI Li

TWIN PAK
3 or size

Pig Tails
lEcammitur_
Pig Ears. -

lb.

FRESH FRYER

Feet'

snus

Smoked Picnics
SHANK:41DR TIO4OF

-' Breast Quarters

Park 114 Bones

it:4m)

;

SAN. FRYER LEGS ,
141s. FRESH LINK
SAUSAGE
Nip.HROGER ALLMEAT WIENERS

I 11

MEATY

FAMILY PAK 3 to 5.11)
rib sit!,ea c.v.. a ILI e
"St 3

• :24:
_BUNK
-111ET11111110 STEAK
• Ilk RIB STEAK
541s. CHUCK STEAK
folls.Csentry Club AM list
HAMBURGER
UAL forestr-Cet RIB
PORK CHOPS
511n. LEAN PORK STEAK

ROLL ON DEODORANT

C

lb.

WHOLE

BROILERS
FRESH FRYER

Shoulder
Kroger
Turkey

3 BREAST QUARTERS. 3 WINGS,
3 LEG QUARTERS, 2 G4BLETS ;

ii./ST WONDERFUL
13-oz. 99C can

14b.
cc
pkg.
CATFISH STEAKS, HADDOCK OR
Tenderloin o Trout lb. 69c
Coastal

MIXED FRYER QUARTERS
OR SPLIT

WHOLE FRESH

lb.

BONELESS WHOLE

Fish Sticks

Pork Roast „ 43

WITH
3" TAIL
lb.

MORRELL FULLY COOKED

$499
•

had
FRES SHORE GRI-Shr

19 Fish Sticks 4'sl"

Boston Roll

11,

•

63(

CHOICE BEEF BONELESS ROAST

• „Sk0
.44.
B..cert
4. LO chopL

DISCOUNT PRICES
EiF Al TH CAD REAM,̀ AIDS

tourist
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of the
...evrnts.
also is
that is
first-place

lb

.

7
WAY HEADLESS

TvLF

FAMILYPAINBRXEIXPAhritYP

_

4-lbs. of niore
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$ GOVT GRADED-01016E11M
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-swinging singles," one with room in back of the kitchen Was
Editor's '14ote: This is the • community medicine at the munity approach to care for the
University of California atsan elderly,"the old will continue "young marrieds," one with for grandmother." ,
second of two articles exploring
iuAm calis-the--auraing
the plight of the aged in Amer- Diego, adds, ••Everyone feels to .be -shoved away some- persons over.ik All free to inNina phase
in_ Arnarica's
guilty, but they bury that guilt" • where."-•aaYs &birth°.
lea's nursing homes.
•
and put mother and. father - Dr. Oscar J. Kaplan, profes-for the acutely senile, the - experiment inn caring for the
sot
of
elderly,
psychology
day
care
and
a
recogcenters and
very ill, who need constant sup.away in a home.
ETT
By BEVERLY BEYE
On the other side of the eoin, neted authority on the aged, be- veillance, there is no alterna- foster families being phase
Copley News Service
thrael-.
•'Placing a person in &num he is_avick to-ray that not ill lieves tkat "institutionalization tive to the nursing home, sa
"'day
except for the v
ing home is very similjer tp pan&nothers ereliaby-cucT..- is the-last recourie-*=Sorne--,
t:y,thing wealthy who can afford around- fine,"'he says, "but what hap. •
ouer
burying him alive," Says De. mg, applie pie-baking darlings. etniseinghasyoub!on ruledwln ev
mieneni B. estimkat..Some are disruptive ind
•
the-clock nursing care at home. pens the other 16 hours of, the
He aciviowledges, however,
"Nursing hom fill a need," day? Sosnne has to take there
But the alternatives? Slitin. cult -- in short, "witches."
that there area few people with he says, -and
one has to pick
A La Jolla, Calif., clinical
kin shakes his head. "Perif they get sick, it
haps," he replies, "the only psychologist, Dr. Robert Kap- "very dependent personali- see more of th
ties" who like institutionalize- escape from thu
disrupts
's day."
lan, is an outspoken critic of
answer is not to grow old."
to
tin u,e whowak
tsor themeone
Asfor
r cire in homes,
and-above group rows larger,
Ours is a mobile society, he nursing homes. He calls them lion
'just
think for °M,
eTs 'litany people are going to spend Shinikin
skeptical. "What
notes, a society which has ....:Imotionally impoverished
memo& has thought for them 'their last days in nursing- kind of people are gOingle take
"grouped old people and gotten barns where our senior citizens
t•ea
thrisn.king
tirthyounger yyears.
those jobs?" he asks. "I can't
homes.
-. them out of the way so people have nothing to look forward to inBte
in '
andeipate that the milk Of huin the id
but:udeateh.''Kaplanad
eeasdt:
don't have to look at them."
"What we need is a system
the field, says Kaplan, is that
mait-kindness will be concert"If they are
bit
says
toted in those arrangements."
agitated or even active, they 4be- tdear-48-1°48Peritteut--liv-wil _Iliatneripi_W mobility in either
'
a national "disgrace."
whenever
rio
aPikt9essrniabltiev.et-Thupere are direction. If the patient got bet.
"The Shimkin Plan," he
shingtin,who is professor, of 4. are
stuporla
sedado
Zsta
rtp
tra
wnhere
quilized
ue4tosiat
various
ter, he.could be moved out of a- says,is to double the salaries of
-nipstng homeinto-a-board-8nd,-- -all nursing home -attendants.
not ening the staff any
-care home. If he got worse, he
the nursing home.
Today, he notes, "the keepers
_ - "Insofar as
possible, diem- -could be moved into-a hospital. are the lowest possible types '
-UP-IN19112 AIR-Goodyear's inflatable aircraft has to be seen to be believed. Unit is dropped by
• He deplores the fact that -alternatives ought to be se He shouldn't be stuck,there If from stupid to sadist," earning
tett), then cylinder is opened and components are spread out on ground. As inflation'
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John Sparkman, is now con- revitalized Republican Party. employ' personnel who earn
f Editor's note: This con- responsibility for regulating paign with EDF lawsuits seekMaster Tracy Lynn Prichett,
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
sidered a favorite to capture a
:eluding report on the rise of the -chemical pesticides, and last ing tighter control of Dieldrin, Rt. 2, Murray, Master Alan
Two candidates - former $25,000 a year or more. •
Copley News Service
Postmaster General Winton
' . 'environmental action iriove- lanuarY EDF wen a court or- Akirin and the herbicide 2,4,5- Keith Stanley, Rt. 4, Murrayrt_ WASHINGTON - For the fifth term. Sparkman is an
Testimony showed that for
and
former 14. representatives - who
'rnent examines one of the first, der requiring, that the agency T. And from pesticides, EDF Thomas Alfred Barnett,
r. first-tip* irk recent memory, accomplished politician in the___. Blount
- Rt.
(
George Wallace may be in the classic southern mold.Hi'Irts Congressnan Jim Marlin - represent districts with a . and largest, of the organ- begin Proceedings-that could has begun studying other chem- Murray, J. I), Geurin, Rt.'
are ready to run.
izations challenging govern- lead to a total ben mi DM'.
population of 500,000 or moreteals. It recently filed suit Murray, Howell Rieke Clark, -position of losing out as made few mistakes in
. _ , Its third lag effort, alreadY against the feeding of the hor- bi
12th 8, everyone's favorite political Washington even though some
m manfrea
nnho
ment and industry.)
Rt. 4,iRpit 37:e
Murray,
There also is talk that Dr. the annutl payroll is $135,000.
at
home"
consider
him
By sTAN BENJAKIN
' expressed in a rash of lawsuits, mate DES,a potential cause of
animal in Alabama.
John Cushin, a Huntsville
Associated press writer
There is no erosion of liberal.
_4_!raui- to seek greater environ- _cancer, to cattle and
Chestnut St., Murray, Charles
dentist, may launch a
A fewSits of information are
sheep.
However, Sparkman, who
WASHINGTON (AP)- Four mental care in dams, canals,
statewide drive for the office, slipping out of the White House
In staking out new cant- Wayne Brien, 928 Pine St.,. Wallace's basic power and he is
t xton yeta
denttai
he
to ttrie oune
r ran for vice president with the
pected
exesi
years ago the Environmental _ and irrigation projects.
appealing to black voters.
about the scope and direction of
paigns, participants in the No- Benton, Mrs. Sharlynn Marie pr
.ail
late Adlai Stevenson II in 1952,
- - Defense Fund was two guys „ With EDF participation envi- vember meeting repeatedly ex- Clemson and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Sparkman
could
have as President Nixon's fiscal 1973
with the same zeal showed in is drawing opposition, and
trying to make a mosquito con- .ronmentalists filed lawsuits pi . sed frustration at EDF's Fari,nington, Mrs, Carolyn. 1968.
However, Aisbamans in potential danger,
as
primary
many
three
op- budget.
on three
trol board stop spraying DDT that stalled the partly-con- °wit limitations.
ponents with Mrs. Allen conFrances04.1e7-end BAY Boik, -the nation-al capital seemlo be fronts. Some believe he will be
Se far, the early "bits" are
_
structed Cross Florida Barge
on Long Island.
For one thing, its traditional
sidered the strongest as of this not-Puitrig smiles on facie
1, KiritseY, Mrs- Lai.4\showing more interest in a 1972 challenged on the need for a
_-- -- Since then„with a staff
11S_I,Ln1. then
writing.
..
persuaded case-by-case approach can lead Pogue Outland, 107 N. 4th St., IL S. Senate race where, again, younger senator. Sparkman is
aerospace industry lobbyists.
match_ its expending ambitions, -President Nixon to abandon the to endless litigation.
Although Mr. Nixon is expected
-_ MutDavld Columbus it takes a good memory-. to 72. He also will be met in the---:1"-WAr-k aroundCapitolIn
is to come-aristrixtg
. EDF has tied up seven largo oil project, won a temporary inParticipants voiced fears that Downsi.Ri. 5 Box 431, Murray. reeall the date when them-was party primary by the state's Wes exasperating but it can
for a sizable
..4.
4,companies, the Interior Depart- junction against construction of past emphasis on envirorunenmilitary budget, he may 'do so
rewarding.
contest.
a
top
female
politician,
Melba
-be
L Jrnent and the corps of Engi__ the Tennessee-Tombigbee WaHELSINKI (UPI) - The
• A House Appropriations at the expense of the space
tel impact studies may prove
Some in the small band of Till Allen, who has effectively
---1neerS; stalled rriorilMill 1:3 bit;--P-terws5M- and Prevented con- ineffective in the long rem;----,10a.-4,40reignet_houriata---, Alabama Republicans here used her auditor's office to
subcommittee was recently Program.
* lion worth of construction; and struction of a proposed dam on studies alone don't guarantee visiting Finland will nearly also believe one Of their- own - enhance her image.
.
told that more than 20per cent .Outerspattie-rie
-- locked grips with the chemical ,the Comatot River in Arkansas.
• double from the present annual will make the grade. That
of the members pay at least one *op in priority olada may
next year as The
last
and
now
the
most
environmental
Protection' Thrs 2:5
"Another campaign," says discussed the possible
le-r 1975,--the-Nse- -hasn't occurred since thaftkr,-„and electric industries.
staffer the highest allowable last as they rose in the
effect of
remote threat te- Sparkman is
great*
tional
Development - Civil, diet is.
Wary - $29,000. More than race to the morei-of the
. Now, it is challenging the Cameron, "is to break the log- charges that their actions had _pund_repo
1960s.. ris,_
coming
from
a
somewhat
•
development
-bat/ Of the 435 congressmen
The incumbent- Denroerat,
- auto industry, the highway lob- Jam on
of waste- Mocked progresswithouPria-k
by and the Transportation De- - water treatment technologY• viding alternatives for meeting
pertinent, demanding complete It's controlled now by the mu- legitimate needs for resources
' . environmental study of the $5 nicipalities, which have a cozy and energy.
• billion-a-year highwaycc-relationship with consultants
The tax-exemption which
non program, including the who get extremely handsome EDF enjoys on its cirtributions
idea that sothe of the money. lees for dusting off the4same as a non-partisan organization
' might ^e better spent to devel- old designs."
Was viewed as a mixed blessEDF persuaded the Environ- ing. FDF concluded that only
op other forms of transmental Protection Agency last legislat,oi could solve some
,
portation.
- ,• EDF is owniie nra growing -1" April -ter study the entire ateproblems, but the tax
member of-small, but aggres- system of Long Island, with the emption is a legal bar to lobby-,
Alt Christrnos
:sive, organizations ready and aim of requiring advanced new ing•
*GIFT
—
- willing to sue government or in- treatment methods to protect
The final subject on the meet'12clustry over what they regard the island's underground water ing's agenda--"Decisions for
-•as failures to protect the envi- suPP1YFuture Action"-drifted by
The DDT campaign itself has without any decisions.
ronment.
-4
: No less authority than Presi. th_roadened into a pesticide camdent Nixon's Council on &IA,.000 REASON
:: --raninental QualffT
alortalled.+711),dii
Jet us fill your
-the citizen- suns "the most14%1SICarS.
prescriptions
striking recent development in
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Sold To Mayfield Firm"

the environmental action ;
bi 1926, the Fergerson firm
One of Paducah.* oldest
groups. No single operation is
in a field that includes one-man family businesses which once moved into its new 10th and '7offices and complex organ- was the largest leather collar Broadway facilities and began_ „
its leather
business which
izations. But EDF was one of manufacturer in the *Odd has eventually goods
hts Rights esis
--Priesis SearThiiii---1/10/72 while Quantities-LW
grew to employing - (mummy
-been sold to a Mayfield
the first, and now is one of the. automotive
more than 100 persons.
parts firm.
largest, with a paid staff of 23 _ The Fergerson Company,
,
The manufacture of callow.
,
including eight lawyers and
located at 10th and Broadway,
‘i,*
five scientists.
has been sold to Paul Atkinson and harnesses continued tc
Another 700 scientists across and James H. Tankersley, the major work of-- the
y ttunnth
the nation contribute their el- Mayfield,;and John Cartithers, Ferge n
-World War II, butfiter the vrar,
-pertise and sympathetic law-Ala.
terns
concerning its automotive, business, which
,101
• yers often handle cases for
--itsoassresitate swwonw venturv.4• -minimal fees, or nolee at all. wers
glat
diletasetl••---•••••161COPealltegid
-War-1,--ouentuall-31---_ _ .• _
The partpership which
Legal action to stop or prepurchased the business also took over.
vent pollution is so new that owns and operated the D&W "By the time- the company's
most cases are still Passing
Automotive Supply Co. ef--"" founder died in 1947 the
through the courts. Nonethe- Mayfield. It has branches in Fergerson Company . was
less, at the age of four, EDF. M array, Metropolis and primarily an automotive parts
already harbors such midge- --Corinttr-,--Misa.-,--and has-bees-in -asipply.dealer..._
Panasonic
business for the past 30 years.
The new owners have kept
aged_ worries as the possibility
new
The
owners
over
nine
took
employes
the
of
the
firm,
_ of stagnation on its board of
__trustees,
sett_the_proper mui_eutnpinty
.
fbt/AIVI Portable
operation of , the Fergerson and ,have added on-three othas.
Monday• --Aecording to a-spokesman.,_
for the investment portfolio
.according
to Caruthers, who the new owners had been
-400king-a4-Faduosa. as a
-neve -as-prepident
that-110M rinalawitaamr11"
-meeting in -November; general manager of the poisibilify ror expansion for
EDF trustees and . staff
operation here, the name of the about three years before settling
searched for a consetisi
- IS on
firm will he clini
ooa t e purr trase of -the
•
new targets and tactics.
Fergerson Automotive Supply. Fergerson Company business.
Its traditional tactic has been . The Fergerson Company was
The present owners feel the
•
to let scientists prepare an en- established in Paducah in 1913 new business will give them one
by„_ita _founder. Edpe Atm hundred percent coverage of
vironrnental case; then let lawFerguson. It was established in West Kentucky and Southern
yers take it to court.
Benton as a hardware store in Illinois for automotive supply
The method dates to EDF's
1905.
needs.
origin in 19117 when lawyer Vic- tor J. Yeawseone of Patchogue,T
_
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'No-Fault' Favored By
enr+-oft-Shovis

IC°n11.111/USine
8
S
trol Corralesion.,„_
The comrri)sl
hs.t,
eventually
A change in the present crippling from an accident, loss
won in court, bt
u cirtailed its
method
of insuring automobiles of lift, or other mator results,
, use—g DDT a 'AS; and
to
the
so-called ''no-fault" court action can be taken to fix
taught EDF a lesson: 'that the
system
apparently favored by the blame and assess damages
is
publicity of an envir
tel
majority
heavy
of the nation's through,judgements.
a
suit can be almost as effecti
But it * the belief that most ..
independent
businessmen.
as a favorable courtroom deciaccidents
would* nt4er need to
evidenced
is
by the
•
sion. "A good o4-two punch,"
go to court, resulting in ;ewer_
?hSult\of
special
surveys
state
says Rod Caperon, EDF's diconducted by the National insurance prerniqiii 'and
rector.
quicker rellef for anyone
The partial victory became a Federtiôltof Independent titteringfrom an accident. It
Business.
rently
six
In
full-scale campaign as EDF,
Neb..
York, is estimated that currently 25
with an assist from the Nation-- states,
percent or more of all in, al Audubon Society,-, pursued Massac hose/tan, -"Arkansas, surance costs go for inLouisiana,
T
\
ennessee
-and
"- DDT in Michigan ihd
Texas, the \\independent • vestigative and legal fees.
Wisconsin.
In addition, because of the
businessmen are 4i.sked I they
high cost of liability insurance, •
d
have
Yamiacone recalls tfial- EDF believe their states
there are manydrieers who do
'such &kw
was-really-broke-1r
insurancr.---IrrsomeSo far, 88 percent are
vas
_ but began receiving Ford Foun;gates, if involved in an-accident
dation support in 1969 and took of such a change' On the Wins'
the uninsured driver who has a
• its anti-DDT campaign to--the of this six-state survey
'it can Judgement levied against tan
national level with a suit probably be Concluded that on a
against the Agriculture Depart_ national basis the .majority and is unable to pay, loses his
wouldiavor adoptiop of the "no- driving licerise,.but it is said in]
- meat.
many cases tSey..conthaie to
. With a 1969 budget of p43,o00, fault" concept.
drive without a license, or avoid
there
While
are
several
and contributions beginnhig to
•, come in, gDF won its first ma- variations .,.of "rio fault" In- the consequences through some
other stratagem.
jot case against the govern_ surance, basically they all
provide
-that
each
buys
motorist
h_
,partaersino wit
merit.
TIME FOR CELEBRATION
histninceilIto rover the-cost-of TflOCt11A
• Friends of the EarthItEf --WM:ganization obtained a cotirt in- repairs, medical bills, and loss
• Maggio, 66, just released
paietina early in ,iiro blocking of incomsravhr lityolved in an
a hospital, walked into his
constructor!,of the $2-3 billion auto iccident. In the majority hi:me Thursday
•
to find his
triirks4laska Oil in-PiEne
bolding a death vigil for
-4 the-auto accidents it-be
not
necessary for 'a court him. He discovered a relative
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Jet-setter Jill St.
_
LONDON — One Aay. they
may make a movie of "The Life
and Loves of Jill St. John," the

She does privately what Zsa
Zsa Gabor does, publicly,
traveling the jet set trail with
flame-haired beauty who "the beautiful people," pausing ,
collects stray dogs, Faberge
now and then to star in movie.
.. vrelry and a 'Variety of men;
Her roles normally cast her
brit then perhaps nok_for whd- as
sexy plaything of a long
would believe it?
,
list of handsome leading men
v..
"
,

—•••••,..

•

.,

I
like Sean ConnetrY in the latest

James Bond film, "Diamonds
Are Forever," but for some
strange reason she was
selected to portray the
pregnant, unfaithful wife of
Oliver Reed in a grim little
story called "Sitting Target,"

world, Tokyo, Hong Kong
uultiti 'States, with
sets and wardrobes of
the
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lovely gowns and guns.
•'In this one, though, my
apartment has a beautiful view
of the railroad tracks, and I'm
the naughty wife waiting for.
of imports; however, the which are cited above are not
Oliver Reed) to break out of
prospects for near-term gains intended to convey the iinprison and come and kill me--."
in export trade are a question pression
that
economicWhy anyone Would want
Economic conditions in recovery will fell- to establish:
Mark.
kill Miss St. John is a puzzle, an
Western Europe, Japan. Latin an impressive record in 1972.
idea certainly not shared by
America and in other regions Rather, they are mentioned to any of her long list- -of
proportions- which have been which absorb the bulk .of otir dispel any notion that a
boyfriends.
They have included Frank. widely predicted. This is the exports, are not bright at the superboom wir
Sinatra, with whom she once mnsensu"
Cvnmnists at Moment. Moreover, the 5hart.,.Lassure every se
"
American economy a vast
made beautiful music, and also Copley International Corp. disagreement over foreign
two movies,"Come.Blow Your after an industry-by-industry exchange rates, where the improvement in sales and
Horn" and "Tony Re."
study of prevailing trends and dollar is concerned, will add to earnings.
business prospects.
It la little comfort that a
The men whom Jill has been
the difficulties of doing
federal budget deficit of
The C. 1. C. study envision:5 a business abroad,
dose to read like adventurers
4. A rise in aggregate Perhaps $30 billion is also in
in that Harold Robbins test gross national product of $1,129
billion during 1972-a gain of business activity of a 9 to 10 per Prospect for the fiscal Ivor
seller: President Nixon's
advance inan-for-- his- Chinese - 7-13 per sent.411__PamPared to ,cent magnitude would be a - ending June 3°, 1972. Ilda
--__'
combined with
figure,
the preceding 12 molf41:- * reasonable. goal If the dedines
holiday,
Henry
Alfred
Unlike 1971, however, a larger recorded in the previous.-'deficit of t23.2 billion in the...,
Kissinger; Hollywood's David
portion of the increase will_ recession were substantial. 1970-71 fiscal year means that
Wolper; England's David
Miff friaric "fear growth,
" However, this is not the case:----lhe nation will have increased .,.-'.
,-•
rather than frarn inflation.
The 1969-70 recession was the federal debt by more than 1.
jamin Barnes; millionaire
$59 billion in its effort to
horseman Ogden Phippa__Jr.;
. "The rate. of growth ...extremely mild. Gross national annulate econoMic activity
.
Italy's famous jeweler
projected in the C. I. C. Pratillet Oneasured in 1956
Bulgari, and neetrwe go forecast is well'above the long. —dollars) adjured- ler"llaiga'
inti'
,
t-lefic
Thitae
a
e programs ta-arrest -theon? ,..
term average of the American 'changes, declined less than 1
the 1969-70 abnormal rates of inflation t'
"He's a brilliant,-thoughtful
my and appears to be per cent during _...,_
which have prevailed for more
man," is her only comment on dose to the maximum possible-r-recesstan.
than two years, imrove the
production
Industrial
Kissinger, whoutshe-met at a
-thout a sharp improvement
international position gf the ,:,
7.07 per cent from
• - iness--11m41_-„consumer
of11114Trwrfellber=eritical -Jul31NS to Nevesuipw;417-11
actor Kirk Douglas.
• sentiment," the report r30ted
.
A friend of Kissinger she may
-It is doubtful if a mem gain Since that time, real output his balaomor-Parneols situation,
increase American exports be, but critical of the Nixon
could be realiz.ed given the moved up slightly more than 3 and
administration she certainly is, other raatraiata which are 90 per cent as measured by gross are, for the most part,
measures which deal with
national product (1958 dollars)
having worked long and hard in
obvious at this time."
_ _ _
symptoms rather than causes.
pr
an in
Sen. Eugene McCarthy's
'The so-called "standard
There are many fundamental
within four points of the sJl
11111paign ,for presidential
forecast" for 1972 - as comtime high. Thus, 1972 gains will imbalances in the U. S.
bon.
piled
the
National not be retracing -lost
by
economy which pose a real .
grow*
Spiro Agnew watch,"
Association of Business
rather, new highs will be threat to thefuture, such as the
she sa
_of that latest
predicts
corporate and indrvidual inreplacernen
required
to
Mickey Mouse
suppo_rt_a_come-tax
'GNP-Will total $1,150 billion,-orrates which tend to,
-prOjections
.
- .
_ .oerst._ shove the
whatever degree UMW_ limit the:level of capital in-c.
It ticks like a bomb.
preceding 12 months. If it is
consumer corefidence is af- vestment and, over the longer'
At 30 she has been a
assumed that inflation will slow
-professional in show busin
fected by unemployment, the term, restrict productivity
to. an annual rate of apfrospects for 1972 are not improvements.
_far 24 years, acting in radio
Aproximately 3.5 per cent, then
Caught between a limitation particularly promising. The
Soap operas and modeling
phytac
, u
e:put of goods and
daddren's clothes at the age of
number of employed in- of capital on the one hand for
servi
would need to rise
dividuals in the civilian labor the purchase of more modern
six after spending two years
almost 6
cent if this goal is. I
taking singing and dancing
increased by 1,483,000 and efficient plant. and'
:force
accomplished.,
—*Ali other little girls,
over the last 12 months, but the ec ment, and a near labor
It was the- n
ofthre•---- pioyment
unem
rate rein/tin& int -4)01y-on the other,gaits(
like Stephanie Powers and
1. C study that v
us configure. real per capita income have not
year-ago
the
Natalie Wood.
above
straints on the nation's
el of Considering
'We all had our little tutus,' economic
the impact of the proceeded at a satisfactory
activity will pr
redactions-in the size of the race.
ribbons and dyed hair," she
__such a _development; and,
The higher figures being',
d forces and the number
remember."I would nevei let*
gross national product were to
a child of mine go into show
oung people seeking ern- projected in many quarters •
soar upward at a 9 per cent plus Pin
for the first time, may be realized in 1972, but 4,
business."
Millis the case, the aciditionall'f
Growing up.meant school and -annual rate, price increases unempl
would account for a -dispor- optimistic
work. By 17 she had appeared
ojections
." Plaut3 will result from price'
portionate share of- the gain. _RimeIran 5.6
on thousands of-ridio serials
1
cent of - Inflation above the 3.5 per cent
like."One Man's Family,""Dr. The major retarding influences
the labor force over
opt 12 target. in this awe, everyone
Will pay a high price for a
were said to be: •
months.
Christian," "Red Ryder" and
superboom.
1. Price and wage controls,
The negative influe
others, and had been married
however much they may have
for one month to laundry heir
been accepted as a necessary
Ned Dubin.
action to cvli- inflationary Crossword Puzzle
At--18 she married Woolworth
6 French
ACROSS
forces, are likely to generate
heir Lance Reventlow, whom
(abbr.)
continued caution in the future
she divorced several years
7 Babylonian
later, receiving a settlement of • spending and investment plans
deity .
of consumers and producers.
8 Emmet
$100,000.
Hiehlendre
At the very least, such controls
In 1967 she married singer
10 STaller
involve,a major cost item for
Jack Jones, divorcing him in
II Dips and
many business firms and a
1969, but remaining "good
throws
corresponding WO in over-all 17 paca
13 Monster
friends. The marriage was a
16 Go by water
efficiency.
is Artier
.failure but the divorce was a
19 Growing
20 Insect
2. The battle to curb infladon
success."
is far from a fina1 victor', arid 23 Mans nickname 21 Applaud
-It would be stupid to say
Lengthy
at the first signs of failure, the 24
that I won't get married
22 Man's name
26 irritates
36 Blouse
52 Priem tieswir45 Part of
forces of caution-now evident 28 Comb.-forin
again," she says, "but I don't
.37 Hurry
54 Head (slang)
think so. Now I just want in the propensity to accumulate
meaning
- 27 fireplace
Mature
38
Backless
57 Hypothetical
liquid savings-are apt to gain
40 Habituates
privacy and to be happy.
seat
force
-41 Spirited horse
momentum.
not
g
This
grim
29
Trap
30
Chemical
is
58
Rupees
"I don't really have the
44 Diner
41Ibbr)
prediction..
that
wage
price
31
and
teme
-___020100431L-flig8011_
ambition to become a big star,
32 Rims
1-4o-oso snyintie -Crutch
controls will prove ineffective, 33 Makes lace
35 Urge on
or a sex symbol; that takes too
34 Withered
(abbe)
• (onsi)
inflation
or
that
will
not
be
held
36
In
case
that
really
don't
much work and you
to
a
more
acceptable
39
HIndu
livel;
ascetics
have much of a private life left
rather, it is one of the risks 42 Cooled lava
over. Raquel Welch made it,
which has to be considered as 43 Weird
and so did Natalie Wood, but
45 tFa
rer:od 'of
We evaluate the future. Exfor
it."
work
to
they had
perience indicates that it--.46 s:47
Instead, she makes one or
always is the unexpected which-4 - adherent of
two movies a year: appears
prevents the economy from 48 Remunerate
occasionally on TV,and travels _
its run potenjiiit.-- 7.-5
61"N
.attrtintitg
"
yine life; like
—lro
ti —
-the—ivOra—
3. It seems obvious at this
51 Cee"
53 Short lacket
being asked to leave Paris' Ritz
point in time that the U. S.
55 Note of scale
Hotel for throwing a bag of
balance of payments situation 56 Fright
water out of the window "to
may become even more critical 59 Worn akilly
make them mad."
in 1972 with a consequent im- 61 Wants
She has kept chinchillas,
pact on business sentiment. 62 Puzzle
squirrels and guinea hens as
The anticipated rise in
pets,- but has now settled for
domestic
economic activity is
.two _dogs, one , mongrel, the
certain to result in a dispor1 -Sponsor
other a poodle.
2 Registered
portionate increase in the level
When she was making
"Who's Minding the Stare?"at
Lewis
Jerry
with
Paramount,the studio gave her
a 9-month-old baby elephant.
'That's going pretty far to Jan. 1, 1972
keep an actress happy," she
ADULTS..92
laughs.
NURSERY..7
"She's a very nice girl, and a
•NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
far better actress than people
Baby Girl Fishman (Mother,
give her credit for," says
Paramount Studio chief Robert Doreen Marie), Route 7, Box
Evans,who has been a friend of 285, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Jill for--years.
Over the years there have, Mrs. Verde Mae Johnson,504
W. 3rd, Murray, Mrs. Theresa
been many stories of the
Diana Hopkins and Baby Boy,'
tragedies that Hollywood's
child stars have suffered, Dexter, Henry Brown-Ntten,
growing up ins glitter world of 300 Pine, Murray,Mastet• Justin
fantasy, but Jill St. John seems
Todd Crouse, 605 South Ilth,
to have survived very well, and
Murray, Donald Ross Maki,
perhaps it is in tart due to her
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
outspoken sense of humor.
Sue Heiss and Baby Girl, Route
"I used to . collect electric 2, Hazel, James Loyd Carson,
trains imported from GerRoute 1, Kirksey, Howard
many," she says. "and had 3o Payne Kline, 806 Broad,
many that when they were Murray, Mrs. Nell Duiguid.'
assembled they stretched from Andrus, 412 S 6th,
Murray,
the second bedroom in .my William
Earl
Newport,
apartment across the dining Springfield,
Tenn,
room table
-Finally, though, I had them
sent to a home for boys.
1RISTAR TRIVIA "One of the rexsons I
Reight from the ground tothe dismantled them was my dates top of the-tail of
1.ocitheeel's LT
would play with them when ion TrIS!ar passenger aircraft
to
pick
me up
they, came
is 55 feet, slightly taller than a
"I wfinted my dates to play five-story building.
with me."
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3 Suffik . like
4 Loved one
5 Mistake
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Wan Street
Chatter

•

. NEW YORK ( AP) — Stock
;market prices failed to respond
;10 a favorable development in
"-jnterest rates and dipped lower
in slow trading today.
- Tbe.noon Dow Jones average
of 30 industrial stocks was'
1.61- at 886.09.
Declines held a strong lead
- over advances on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Analysts attributed the market's decline to mild profit-taking. They said selling was only
natural after the six-week- poet
Thanksgiving rally in the last
part of 1971.
In the news background, sev,
era] major banks lowered
prime lending rate to 5 per cent
from-544 pg_cent, thereby set: lowest level in almost six
years.
On the Big Board, Federal
National Mortgage gained 214
In 9944. Analysts predicted the
stock would continue to climb
despite a 40 per cent spurt T_
the-pastsix-sessions_ _
_
Rails, rubber issues and
chemicals were off. Utilities
and aircrafts were up. Al] other
stock categories were mixed.

State officials predict a
decrease idthe rate of license
plate sales during 1972 because
of recent national _economic
POLY'New 1972 tags went on sale
Jan. 1. = The 1971 tags expire
March 1.
F.L. Pentecost,
of the
Depigtment's Vehicle
Tax Division, said Kentucky
license. plates sales, which
jumped by about 100,000
last year, probabli will increases less than half that
amount in 1972.
He attributed both trends to
President Nixon's removal of
the excise tax on automobiles
last August.
-"Many people_ who would
have waited until this year to
buy a new car, ran for the
showrooms when the tax wa.s
removed," he said. "That gave
us a huge increase in plates last
year, and should mean fewer
- - tags sold for. new ears this
year."
Paul E. Tanner, of the
department's __research staff,
said 1,905,2e, 1971 tags of alj
types were sold in Kentucky and
estimated 1972 sales would
reach about 1,950,000.
LITTLE ROCK'(AP) — An
Arkansas state trooper for 25
years has given up his revolver
for a Bible.
U. Guy J. Downing retired
from the state police and took
the robe symbolic of his place
as a minister in the United
Methodist Church in a ceremony at state police headquarters.
"I've carried-this gun as a
policeman for 7$ years to help
people and keep the peace,"
Downing said. "Now God has
called me to change to the min.
The robe was placed on
Dowtung's shoillders by Bishop
Paul V. Galloway of the United
Methodist Church in Arkansas.
Downing plans to study at
Southern Methodist University
to become ordained.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) .7 Indiana state police are purchasing about 800 field narcotics detection kits which allow policemen to test suspected narcotics
at the scene, without having to
take the substance to a police
laboratory.
- A state police spokesman
said the kits are being pur-,
chased.from a Junior Achievement company, Nar-co, for 88,
a savings of ibout $27 if pur",based from other sir.ces.

•

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Angela Davis should not be admitted to bail because "the presumption of her guilt is great,"
contends the state of California
in a response filed in U.S. District Court.
Attorneys for-the 27-year-old
black Militant accused of kidnap, murder and conspiracy in
the 1970 Marin County courthouse shootout have filed a
habeas corpus petition in an attempt to free her on bail.
ThF state's response -I-ileaMonday by state Atty. Gen.
Kvelle J...,Younger cited a state
code- section declaring: "A
charged with an
offense punishable with death
cannot be admitted tkbail when
the proof of. his guilt is evident
or the presiitinn.- ffiertof is
great." •
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